
                                                  

 

GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2024 | VOLUME #02 

 
March 18, 2024 – Australian furniture brand GlobeWest presents eight new collections and 250+ new 
products, enriching its’ vast 2024 Collection.  

A culmination of elevated neutrals and mixed materials lead the direction of the latest range by 
Melbourne-based Design and Product teams.  

“Our Volume #02 capsule includes product highlights in grounding forms, comfort-driven shapes and eye-
catching fabrics across our indoor and homewares categories.” Says GlobeWest Head of Creative, Keti 
Lytras.  

“As we enter our twentieth year of innovation and design, we embrace new textures and silhouettes that 
embody the warmth and tactility of our natural surroundings.” Keti continues.  

Immerse yourself in a sanctuary of retreat-like comfort, where individuality reigns supreme amidst cool 
and clean designs.  

“There’s this desire for spaces to generate a sense of wellness and tranquility, where you can immerse 
yourself in a cosy sanctuary whilst embracing restorative profiles through curves, soft forms and tactile 
fabrics.” Says Keti.   

Celebrate the fluidity of function and the warmth of personal touch through geometric styles set against 
a soothing neutral palette that personifies sophistication. 

New finishes of gloss and hand applied mineral finishes reignite contemporary spaces, allowing you to 
savour the moment in an atmosphere of refined luxury.  

“We’re excited to be introducing darker finishes like walnut to the range. There’s been a resurgence of 
these warmer woods in high-end architecture and interiors, emerging through designs with rounded 
edges and silhouettes that soften spaces. We’ve added some key Walnut pieces into the collection 
including Seb, featuring a round and oval dining table with a unique tri-pillar base, fostering a warm and 
inviting atmosphere.” Keti explains. 

With the addition of new elevated marbles, create a sense of presence through emperador marble with 
its rich shades of brown, captivating ocean marble and an exciting contemporary grey marble, each piece 
exuding natural beauty.  

Distinctive colours of Dusk, Sepia, Thyme and Gunmetal feature throughout new casegoods and 
occasional tables.  

Feel the revitalising embrace of crisp linens in Cloud, Dove and Oat in new upholstery silhouettes, while 
new modular forms and grand profiles invite you to sink back in a space tailored to you.   

 

 

 

 



                                                  

NEW COLLECTIONS 
Customise your space with the versatile Kin storage units. Enhance interiors with its contemporary 
joinery, featuring pillar handles, clean lines, and generous storage space. Select from three functional 
door and drawer configurations, available in Natural Ash or Shell. 

A playful silhouette emerges with Milo. The buffet and entertainment unit features arched legs, 
elevated by minimalist, symmetrical doors. Gloss colourways of Fossil and Sage contrasted with 
painted ash veneer add a textural twist to the range.   

Form meets function with Charles. Crafted in ash veneer, Charles boasts a durable surface across a 
dining table, console, bedside and side table. Soft waterfall edges add timeless appeal while suspended 
shelving on the side table offers timeless simplicity.   

The captivating Zafina collection explores an artistic, modern approach to bone inlay. Contrasted with 
resin, the asymmetric and intricate façade is akin to a piece of artwork. Available in a storage unit, side 
table or bedside. 

Crafted with a blend of captivating marble tops and solid oak legs, Willa coffee and side tables are the 
perfect addition to contemporary spaces. With sleek round tops and distinctive inset ellipse-shaped 
legs, each piece exudes modern sophistication and versatility.  

   

UPHOLSTERY  
Spacious and versatile, unwind in new upholstery collection Madrid. Across three unique modular 
ranges, this welcoming collection invites relaxation in plush, rounded forms.  

Sink into the Madrid Retreat modular, surrounded by soft, textural linen and a deep-seated design 
perfect for lounging. Featuring fold-over back cushion detail, this versatile range is available in Cloud, 
Dove or Oat linen weave.  

Style meets comfort with new upholstery collection Kole. Designed to blend contemporary charm with 
clean modern lines, Kole Rise is adorned in a soft Ash boucle or Meadow fabric, while Kole Layer 
features Cream boucle on a recessed platform base.   

A bedhead in Moss boucle or turtledove presents a minimalist yet cosy design with its rounded backrest 
and soft fabric.   

We are delighted to introduce the Kip Occasional Chair, meticulously designed by our Melbourne-
based design and product teams in support of the transformative work undertaken by Lighthouse 
Foundation. It’s available in White Bark or Leek Green Upholstery, beautifully paired with a Natural Ash 
frame.  

LIGHTING 
Illuminate your space with new lighting collection Emery. Offering sleek and timeless designs, each 
piece is meticulously crafted to elevate your home ambiance through sculptured forms and organic 
shapes. Emery is available in Ceramic or Black mango wood with fluted and conical shades.  

 

https://www.globewest.com.au/blog/gallery/kip-lighthouse
https://www.globewest.com.au/blog/gallery/kip-lighthouse


                                                  

GLOBEWEST COLLECTIONS 2024 | VOLUME #02 INCLUDES  

8 NEW COLLECTIONS AND 250+ NEW PRODUCTS 

 

Video: See the collection come to life in our latest sixty second brand video on 
globewest.com.au 

Imagery:  Deep etched product imagery available now  

Select in situ imagery will be available from 12th March 2024  

Download at Flaunter.com.au  

Interviews:   Available upon request with Head of Creative, Keti Lytras 

Enquiries:   iD Collective | (03) 8554 4888 

Mahalia Mingo, mahaliam@idcollective.com.au   

Stockists:   Available via boutique furniture retailers and design professionals nationally. 

Showrooms:   Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide & Perth 

Website:  Browse the latest collections at: globewest.com.au from Tuesday 12th March 

Instagram:   @globewest 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://app.flaunter.com/brand/globewest-e579f86a8b10/about?guid=16c3cf223f05875748453b3bc4cccd5c9cd22c4b
mailto:mahaliam@idcollective.com.au
http://www.globewest.com.au/
http://www.instagram.com.au/globewest

